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Waikato Vintage Machinery Expo
CLAUDELANDS EVENT CENTRE
Saturday & Sunday March 14 & 15 2009

THE LARGEST VINTAGE SHOW IN NZ!
6701800AA

SINGLETON and HANSEN
Master

Fire engines, Vintage cars, Trucks, Motorcycles,
Tractors, Implements. Log sawing, Sheep shearing,
Milking plants and much much more!

PLUMBING LTD

Plumbers 129 MARKET STREET, TE AWAMUTU • PH (07) 871 7099 • FAX (07) 871 8435

see story on page 20
6709336AA

or visit our website: www.vintagetractors.co.nz

6687674AA
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High Grade workshop facility,
covering all motoring requirements.
• WOF • SERVICES • CAMBELTS
• REGISTRATION • PARTS
• ALL GENERAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS
We have two fully qualified senior technicians and an apprentice
with the total of 34 years experience in the motor trade.

WORKSHOP ENTRANCE
AT THE REAR OF BUILDING

PH ON E N OW TO MAK E
YOU R B OOK I N G

07 87 1 - 5 6 3 0
133 ARAWATA STR E ET
TE AWAM UTU
6701861AA

(next to Mobil service station)

6715476AA
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Don’t let facial eczema
spores go undetected
S

ub clinical facial eczema is the
invisible threat that if goes
unnoticed depletes production
and can kill stock when other stress is
placed on the animal.
FECPAK International general
manager Greg Mirams believes
farmers need to know what level of
risk their animals are facing at any
given time so they can react and
manage the actual threat as opposed
to what they think might be
happening.
Not all animals affected with
facial eczema show physical
symptoms although subsequent liver
damage can be fatal as the toxins
released by the spores attack the liver
of grazing animals.
‘‘Milk production of animals with
sub clinical facial eczema can be
depressed by up to 50% and it is
estimated that for every three in 100
cows showing clinical facial eczema
about 70% of the herd may have sub
clinical facial eczema,’’ says Mirams.
He says when night soil
temperatures stay over 12-13°C the
quantity of toxic spores produced by
the fungus explodes and conditions
are often, but not exclusively,
associated with arrival of the first
autumn rains after a warm summer.
‘‘Monitoring facial eczema on
farms through faecal spore counting
is proving to be a valuable farm
management tool by giving farmers
accurate and timely information on
when to begin and end treatment of
their animals and to identify how
high the level of exposure actually is’’
An effective way to do this is by
faecal spore counting which
measures the numbers of spores
passing through the animal. Because
they pass through the gut intact, it
tells you how many spores the
animals are actually eating.
‘‘If the challenge arrives late or
finishes early the faecal spore count

C170209SP12

GREG Mirams of FECPAK International explains how to collect a
sample for facial eczema faecal spore counting.
identifies this so farmers can avoid
unnecessary treatments — saving
time and money. We can’t control
the climate so it is important we
control the effect it can have on our
animals and with regular faecal spore
count sampling the information is
readily available,’’ he says.
Mirams says the SPORPAK system gives farmers the benefit of
seeing what the actual threat is to the
animal, rather than finding out next
Spring — as in the case of sub
clinical facial eczema — when it is
too late.
‘‘When the cows come in to be
milked it is a great opportunity to
collect some fresh samples from the
platform before it is washed down,
and this will provide a regular record
of facial eczema exposure during the
season and from the area they have
been grazing; results are attainable
within 10 minutes enabling farmers
to take the necessary protection
steps in a timely and accurate
manor’’, says Mirams.
‘‘In the same way, a mob of

sheep or beef cattle can be checked
by collecting a sample direct from
the paddock and testing to see what
levels they are exposed to in a certain
block, then you can react to what
you see rather than what you may
suspect is there.’’
The SPORPAK system offers
two opportunities to assess facial
eczema risk — before animals graze
pasture with a pasture spore count,
and also while grazing with a faecal
spore count.
‘‘There is no silver bullet but there
are a range of preventive and
treatment management options
when you know what you’re dealing
with. Farmers can use genetically
superior sires that are more tolerant
to the disease, treat stock and
pastures with zinc, use zinc additives
in water systems, spray pastures with
fungicide, avoid close grazing of atrisk ryegrass pastures and have
alternative feed species available at
high-risk times of year. Or simply
move at-risk animals to safer
pastures.’’

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SUMMER SPREADING INCENTIVES

We can supply, cart and spread your choice of AG Lime. Phone today for the best prices

All trucks are

Ravensdown Lime

Spreadmark Registered
6701717AA

Certified

Phone Tony (07) 871 6281 DEPOT: Paterangi Road, Te Awamutu
Fax (07) 871 8532. Mobile: 0800 923 883
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Local scholarship Jersey life members
offered for tertiary T
agriculure studies
T

e Awamutu Federated Farmers is
calling for scholarship applications
from students commencing agricultural studies at a tertiary institution in 2009.
There is a total of $3000 available for
Te Awamutu Federated Farmers Scholarship Grants.
The funds have been approved by
Waikato Federated Farmers Charitable
Trust, following application by Te Awamutu branch.
Prior to the fire which gutted its building
in Carlton Street on Boxing Day, 2002, Te
Awamutu Federated Farmers used to make
study bursaries available from surplus
trading funds.
The building was almost totally
reconstructed and refurbished and a

decision was made by Te Awamutu
Federated Farmers to hand over ownership
to Waikato Federated Farmers Charitable
Trust.
The approval of funding for the new
scholarships no doubt includes some recognition of that decision.
Te Awamutu Federated Farmers chairman, Kees Rombouts says it is satisfying for
the organisation to once again be able to
assist local students with part of the costs of
their agricultural studies.
Application forms can be obtained from
Te Awamutu Federated Farmers secretary
Nigel Anderson, by sending a self addressed
envelope to him at 2505 Arapuni Road,
RD1, Pukeatua 3800. Applications need to
be returned to him by Tuesday, March 10.

Wintec honours AgResearch CEO

A

gResearch Chief Executive Dr Andy
West is to receive an Honorary
Fellowship from Wintec — their
highest award.
The Fellowship is to recognise Dr West
and his outstanding and distinguished
leadership in and services to science and
specifically to agritechnology.
Dr West was appointed Chief Executive
of AgResearch in March, 2008. Formerly
Chair of the Tertiary Education Commission, which allocates $2.2 billion of
government funding each year for tertiary
education, Dr West joined AgResearch with
an impressive record as a researcher and
within science management, policy
development and strategic planning.
In the early 1990s, he played a major
role in the Government’s science reforms,
including the design and establishment of
MoRST and FRST, CRIs and the Crown
Company Monitoring Advisory Unit
(CCMAU). He was also Science Advisor to
the Minister of Research, Science and

Technology working closely with cabinet
ministers Margaret Austin and Simon
Upton during the reforms.
When with Ernst & Young in 1995, Dr
West developed a sector-wide strategy for
the New Zealand meat industry then in
1996, he became company strategist for
AgResearch where he helped establish the
Foundation for Sheep Research. In the late
1990s, he was CEO of the Institute of
Geological and Nuclear Sciences. From
2001 to 2002, he was CEO of the New
Zealand Qualifications Authority.
He gained a PhD in Microbial Ecology,
Polytechnic of Central London and is a
Fellow of the New Zealand Institute of
Management and a Member of the New
Zealand Institute of Directors.
Dr West has been a Director of Seabed
Mapping International since 2001 and the
Cawthron Research Institute since 2000.
Between 1982 and 1988 he worked for
DSIR, researching the soil carbon cycle and
soil erosion.

e Awamutu Jersey
Club stalwarts Ross
and Carol Turner have
been joint members of the
club for as long as they have
been married — since 1967.
Ross had joined sometime in
the early 60’s when he went
onto the farm.
At last year’s annual club
show, held in November, the
Turners were presented with
life membership of the Te
Awamutu Jersey Club.
Their support means
they have been showing at
the local club show every
since joining, as well as
taking a lead role in the club’s
administration and Jersey
NZ in general.
Mr Turner has been a
classifier, judge and TOP
inspector.
He was Te Awamutu
Club secretary in the 1990’s,
president for two terms in
the 1980s and a Councillor
of Jersey NZ into the new
millennium.
In 2006 he received a
Distinguished Member of
Jersey NZ award.
During Mr Turner’s presidency the Club Farm Discussion was started as well as
the Club newsletter.
The couple have enjoyed
notable successes in their
Jersey breeding and showing
career.
They have twice taken
Champion and Reserve
Champion at the local show.
The Turners won the Sire
Progeny at the World Jersey
Conference Show in Hamilton and won the Mature Cow
Class New Zealand Alpha
Photo Contest with Karaka
Libs Pearl Ex4 and won the
inaugural On Farm Classic
Oaks for three-year-olds with
Karaka Dams Luella.

TC170209SP02

TE AWAMUTU Jersey Club life members Carol and Ross Turner.

Seed

Fertiliser

Cross Slot Services
The Drill that is revolutionising no-tillage!

FARM TRACKS - DRIVEWAYS - SITEWORKS

DRAINAGE AND EXCAVATION

UNDERPASS INSTALLATION

METAL SUPPLY AND CARTAGE
Grow MORE grass FASTER
this Autumn with Cross Slot!

If you want to cover the ground,
then settle for any drill

Welcome to Corboy Country for contracting excellence contact us today

If you want results - Demand Cross Slot
• Unique inverted-t shaped slot retains up to 14 times more moisture
and 5 times more oxygen than other common slot shapes
• Bands fertilizer closely to the seed with no seed burn
• This and other factors almost invariably increase crop and pasture yields by up to 50%
• Accurately controls seeding depth, even in variable-hardness soils
• For the ﬁrst time, depth-sensitve seeds can be no-tilled with conﬁdence

Greg Muller (Owner Operator)
M. 027 5997 223 (A/H)
P. 07 871 5597
E. gandhagri@xtra.co.nz

RD3, Te Kawa, Te Awamutu
• Phone 07 - 8711 803 • Fax 07 - 8711 651
• Cactus 0274 930 897 • Brent 027 271 1803
6560888AA

6700953AA
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ELITE SERVICES
(2005) LTD
Your Rural Building & Engineering Experts

Cowsheds - New or Extensions
Cowsheds - Repairs & Maintenance
Farm Buidings - Repairs & Maintenance
Portable Farm Cottages
Feedpads
General Engineering Services

Phillip & Charlotte Brisco
108 TE RAHU ROAD, TE AWAMUTU
PH. 07 871 3624 MOB. 0274 996 428
FAX. 07 871 5539

6701001AA
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Jersey Club Show best for a decade
T

e Awamutu jersey cattle Club held its annual
show at the Kihikihi Domain in November
last year.
The number of entries was the highest for over
10 years, with some classes being over double of
the past few years.
The 2008 show saw a number of new breeders
and exhibitors showing for the first time.
One of those was Allan Hayward whose cow
Allstar Delco Keisha Ex3 was Champion Cow, and
his yearling heifer Allstar Lots Jody was Champion
Junior Female, titles taken against some very
strong competition.
Judge for the day was Maryanne Dudli from
Kaponga in Taranaki.
Results:
Champion Cow (Mangapiko Trophy)
sponsored by PPG Wrightson: AD Hayward,
Allstar Delco Keisha Ex3; Reserve: AAR and EJ
Riddell, Thornlea Jos Dolly.
Champion Junior Female (Kinghorn Trophy) sponsored by PPG Wrightson: AD Hayward,
Allstar Lots Jody; Reserve: AAR and EJ Riddell,
Roscliff Whiskey Debbie.
Cow in milk eight years and over
sponsored by the National Bank: AD Hayward,
ALLSTAR SC Liza Ex6, 1; PM and M Johnson,
Somerton Bubs, 2; RA and PE Adam, Carnmor
Designs Lyric Ex4, 3; AAR and EJ Riddell, Roscliff
Casper Gaiety Ex4, 4.
Cow in milk six and seven years sponsored
by Waikato Farmers: AD Hayward, Allstar Delco
Keisha Ex3, 1; RA and PE Adam, Thornwood
Ideal Princess Ex 4, 2 AAR and EJ Riddell, Roscliff
Casper Dennie Ex 2, 3, JA and VA LockwoodGeck, Roscliff Fjord Dione Ex 4, 4.
Cow in milk four and five years sponsored
by Dairy Production Systems: AD Hayward, Allstar
BB Time Domain, 1; Turner family, Karaka Jake
Bess Ex2, 2; AD Hayward, Allstar BB Time Luke,
3; RA and PE Adam, Thorwood Aces Charm Ex4,
4.
Cow in milk 3 years sponsored by Interlac
Nutrition; RA and PE Adam, Carnmor Aces
jessica, 1; RA and PE Adam, Thornwood Sultans
Card, 2; JA and AE Ellis, Hillstar Maungas
Primula, 3; AAR and EJ Riddell, Roscliff Hearts
Honeybird, 4.
Heifer in milk 2 years sponsored by
Ambreed NZ: AAR and EJ Riddell, Thornlea Jos
Dolly, 1; Turner Family, Karaka Mins Maid, 2;
AAR and EJ Riddell, Roscliff Ever Diamond, 3; RA
and PE Adam, Carnmor Norths Fantasy, 4.
Best Uddered Female sponsored by Bell

Booth: AD Hayward, Allstar Delco Keisha Ex3, 1;
AAR and EJ Riddell, Thornlea Jos Dolly, 2; RA
and PE Adam, Carnmor Aces Jessica, 3; AD
Hayward, Allstar BB Time Domain, 4.
Type and Milksolids (Livestock and Pastoral Laboratories Cup) sponsored by Agrisea
NZ and ASB Band: RA and PE Adam, Thornwood
Aces Charm Ex4, 1; RA and PE Adam,
Thornwood Ideal Princess Ex 4, 2; RA and PE
Adam, Carnmor Designs Lyric Ex 4, 3; AAR and
EJ Riddell, Roscliff Casper Dennie Ex2, 4.
Genetic Realisation sponsored by FIL (BW
25 points, PW 35 points, Type 40 points, Total
100 points): JA and AE Ellis, Hillstar Maungas
Primula, 93, 1; JA and AE Ellis, Hillstar Samual
Avis, 89, 2; JA and AE Ellis, Hillstar Pascos Karli,
88, 3; AAR and EJ Riddell, Roscliff Hearts
Honeybird, 78.5, 4.
Three females in milk sponsored by Stewart
and cavalier Engineering: AD Hayward, 1; RA and
PE Adam, 2; AAR and EJ Riddell, 3; Turner
Family, 4.
Dam and daughter or two daughters of
the same dam sponsored by Finch Contracting:
JA and AE Ellis, 1; TA and VA Lockwood-Geck, 2.
Consolation in milk any animal not
winning 1st, 2nd or 3rd prize sponsored by
Farmlands, VetEnt and VE Veterinary Services:
Cairn Toul Farm, Cairn Toul Spades Camilla Ex2,
1; Turner Family, Karaka Samson Marie Ex4, 2;
PM and M Johnson, Somerton Sultans Queen, 3;
TA and VA Lockwood-Geck, Pukeroa Mans
Deborah, 4.
Heifer Calf (junior members 12 to 17)
sponsored by Ron Russo Bulk Spreading: Makayla
McDonald, Mountainview TGM Kendra, 1;
Hannah Lockwood-Geck, Pukeroa Debress, 2;
Peter Karaitana, Mountainview Lens Kensley ET,
3; Kezia White, Edee, 4; Claudia Megaw, Megaw
Luxmoore Rosie, 5.
Best presented heifer calf (WR McGregor
Challenge Trophy) sponsored by Westpac Bank:
Chantelle Sanderson, Braeside TGM Tegan, 1;
Claudia Megaw, Megaw Luxmoore Rosie, 2; Tayla
White, Candy, 3; Holley Duncan, Merridowns
Trevs Ruby, 4; Paige Thompson, Braeside Zeus
Mandy, 5.
Yearling heifer Junior members sponsored
by Westpac Bank: Claudia Megaw, Megaw
Peaches.
Heifer Senior Yearling born before July
31 sponsored by Stihl Shop Te Awamutu: AD
Hayward, Allstar Lots Jody, 1; AAR and EJ
Riddell, Thornlea Lexis Ezzie, 2; Claudia Megaw,

TC170209SP05

ALLAN Hayward with his Champion Cow Allstar Delco Keisha Ex3.
Megaw Peaches, 3; Turner Family, Karaka Gold
Lani, 4.
Heifer Junior Yearling born on or after
August 1 sponsored by Te Awamutu Bulk
Spreaders: AAR and EJ Riddell, Roscliff Whiskey
Debbie, 1; Turner Family, Karaka Tom Molly
Maid, 2.
Two Yearling Heifers sponsored by BNZ:
AAR and EJ Riddell, 1; Turner Family, 2.
Heifer Calf (Open) Early born on or
before July 27 sponsored by Osbornes Transport: Sarah Wilson, Rewa Chasing Dreams, 1; AD
Hayward, Allstar Lets Vagrant, 2; Chantelle
Sanderson, Braedene TGM Tegan ET, 3; BM
Thompson, Braedene TGM Sharena, 4; Somerset
Jerseys, Glenmorgan EQ Lucy, 5.
Heifer Calf (open) Late born after July 27
sponsored by Osbornes Transport: Makayla
McDonald, Mountainview TGM Kendra, 1; Paige
Thompson, Braeside Zeus Mandy, 2; Anna
Turner, Karaka Daisy, 3; ER and CR Bocock,
Merridowns Mans Madam, 4; J and S Megaw,
Megaw Bowie Rose, 5.

Two heifer calves sponsored by BC Glass
Contracting: BM Thompson, 1; Makayla
McDonald and Peter Karaitana, 2; Turner Family,
3; AD Hayward, 4; ER and CR Bocock, 5.
Bull Calf (Johnson Trophy) sponsored by
Otorohanga Ground Spread: BM Thompson,
Braedene Nimrod Troy, 1; AAR and EJ Riddell,
Roscliff Impress OK, 2; BM Thompson, Braedene
TGM Tommy ET, 3; M and J Earwaker,
Mountainview TGM Patience, 4.
Junior Group — One Bull and Two Junior
females sponsored by Brian Robertson Livestock:
AAR and EJ Riddell, 1; BM Thompson, 2; M and
J Earwaker, 3; BM Thompson, 4.
Consolation for Yearlings and calves not
winning 1st, 2nd or 3rd prize sponsored by
Pratts Milking Machines: BM Thompson,
Braedene TGM Sharena, 1; ER and CR Bocock,
Merridowns Mans madam, 2; J and S megaw,
Megaw Bowie Rose, 3; Turner family, Karaka
Gold lani, 4; Kezia White, Edee, 5 Most Points
Prize sponsored by Ova Achievers: AAR and EJ
Riddell, 1; AD Hayward, 2.

STATE OF THE ART
Technology being used in purpose built
factory on Paterangi Road for...

WINNER

DON'T WASTE YOUR

SUPPLEMENT FEED

• Water Tanks •Stone Traps
•Cowshed Effluent Sumps

of NZ Concrete
Technology
Award

STORAGE BUNKERS - ideal for palm kernal
meal and maize silage. Built to your requirements.
We install and supply Ready Mix Concrete
• Feed Pads • Fertiliser Bins
• Silage Pits • Maize Silage Bunkers
• Continuous Open Ended Feed Troughs

Your Certified Ready Mix Concrete plant

BOWERS

SON LTD

Phone 07 871 5209
6701739AA

FOR FRIENDLY, PERSONAL SERVICE, SEE YOUR LOCAL CONCRETE COMPANY
Crn Alexandra St & Paterangi Rd, Te Awamutu • Email: bowers@wave.co.nz
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New vacuum pumps or cruise
I

n November 2009 Te
Poi dairy farmer Bill
Corin had one of his
Westfalia Siemens RPA70
5.5kW vacuum pumps go
down. His shed has two
RPA70 vacuum pumps
installed providing a total
air flow rate of 4,800 litres
per minute at -50 kPa.
Mr Corin got in touch
with his local Westfalia
agent and got a hire pump
installed ASAP to keep
things going.
Prior to the breakdown
Mr Corin had seen an
mbar Ltd advertisement
about vacuum pump
overhauls with 12 month
as new performance
guarantees.
He suggested to his
service agent that this
could be the way to go.
Being a prudent businessman Mr Corin decided to
get new equipment priced
up at the same time, it
could be worthwhile up
grading his pumps.
When the numbers
came in he discovered
there was serious amounts
of money to be saved.
The only replacement
option available ex-New
Zealand was a Varivac
system, the budget cost
$30,000.00 + GST
installed.
The overhaul option,
including hire pump and
installation swap over etc,
$5,500.00 + GST.
Mr Corin choose to
take the overhaul option.
While the Varivac was
going to save some power
and water consumption
costs the payback was too
long to make it the best
option.
The whole process
took three weeks from

time of breakdown to
completion. Mr Corin is
very happy with the result.
When upgrading your
milking shed it could be
worth considering getting
your existing pumps fully
overhauled. Ask your service provider to price an

mbar Ltd overhaul with a
12 month as new performance guarantee.
Overhauling is the ultimate in recycling, re-using
resources, and supporting
NZ industry. A well
maintained pump will also
optimise
energy

efficiency. If overhauled
before failure its life is
almost indefinite.
Where does the cruise
come in? Well, with the
savings Mr Corin made he
could take a cruise. Is he
going to take one? — You
will need to ask him that!

6715481AA

6715487AA

Kevin Donovan • Te Awamutu 021 246 7457 or 07 871 9366
Nigel McClure • Ngahinapouri 021 860 101 or 07 825 2235
Owen Watson • Otorohanga 021 874 570 or 07 873 6222

PROCEEDS TO THE WAIKATO BREAST CANCER TRUST
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Rural Business Profile

Hoof care specialist
W

STUART
ROGERS
Te Awamutu

021 2 788278

(STUART)

TC160209RR7

HOOF IT: Stuart Rogers trims a cow’s hoof on a farm at Ngutunui.
requiring attention can be
secured quickly, taking any
stress out of the situation.’’
The leg is raised
hydraulically on a sling to
allow for easy access and
comfort for the animal.
‘‘I then carry out preventative work, trimming
hooves to keep them in
good condition, or curative
work on hooves that have
become a problem.
‘‘I can provide shoes
and slips to protect hooves
if necessary.
‘‘If there’s a serious
infection I leave it up to the
farmer to seek further
assistance from a vet or to
administer medication.’’
Stuart recommends

annual hoof trimming, particularly with the increased
use of intensive farming in
New Zealand.
‘‘Annual trimming
increases the longevity of
cows and reduces the
chance of problems occurring. Some breeds are
more susceptible to problems, so prevention is certainly better than cure.’’
As the trailer is easy to
transport, Stuart can travel
some distance to jobs if
there are enough cattle to
make it worthwhile.
‘‘Obviously I’m not
going to go a long distance
for one or two cows, but if
there are a reasonable
number to do or a few

WORKING WITH YOU
TO INCRESE HERD PERFORMANCE
Beneﬁts of using ultra-scan
• We have years of experience, as we are the
founders of the ﬁrst and largest scanning
company in the country

farms in the same area, it
makes the travel worth
while.
‘‘I have competitive
rates and can negotiate on
the number to be done at
the same time.’’
He is happy to discuss a
programme with farmers
and can provide a printed
report detailing work done,
treatment required etc for
each cow.
‘‘There’s a certain
amount of satisfaction in
my job - when you see a
cow limping into the shed
and then walking out comfortably it’s great.’’
Contact Stuart at Hoof
It (ph 021 278 8278) for
more details.

ON FARM

Waikato Hoof
Trimming

101TC032-06

hen Stuart Rogers
was farming in the
United Kingdom,
hoof trimming specialists
were a common sight in
rural areas, with over 350
operating.
But when he shifted to
the Waikato he was surprised there were none
here.
‘‘It was an area I had
some experience in as I had
completed a certificate
course under the watchful
eye of leading authority
Peiter Kloosterman.
‘‘I used the skills I had
learned on cattle during the
time I was a farm manager
at Pokuru, but most
farmers would call in a vet
to carry out hoof trimming
procedures.
‘‘So I decided I would
investigate machinery
needed and set up my own
business.’’
The result is Waikato
Hoof Trimming, known by
the slogan ‘Hoof It’.
Stuart
imported
purpose-built
Dutch
machinery - a WOPA 39
with electrically operated
hydraulics.
‘‘The Dutch were the
first to develop methods
and machinery to help with
hoof trimming mostly
because of the intensive
nature of their farming.’’
The machinery is in the
form of a mobile trailer that
can be towed onsite and set
up in a short space of time.
‘‘Usually it is set up at
the milking shed as there is
a power source and I use a
quad bike or ute to put it
into position. The cow

TE AWAMUTU

DON’T COMPROMISE PRODUCTION
WITH PKE ALONE
Gusto’s 50/50 mix is the ideal feed for Dairy Cattle, Drystock, Goats & Horses.
High quality barley/maize rolled and molasses coated.

• No change for mileage
• Rotarys - we scan while you milk

• Acurate dating from 30-90 days
• Two scanners on larger herds

BULK OR BAGS

(if required)

• Electronic data recording with the ability to
transfer ti LIC MINDA ﬁles

• We provide an accurate and efﬁcient service

Your Local Contact
Rex & Ruth Mossman
07 871 1884 or 027 224 8548
email. jurmoss@kinect.co.nz
525 Wharepuhunga Rd, R.D.3 Te Awamutu
6700967AA

WHOLE & ROLLED
GRAIN ALSO AVAILABLE
CALL US TODAY FOR
ALL YOUR FEED OPTIONS
Allied Grain Co-op Ltd, 492 Bond Rd, Te Awamutu
www.alliedgrain.co.nz
Ph: 0800 262 493
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Monitoring key to
keeping cows cool
A

s the weather heats up around
the country, veterinarians are
reminding dairy farmers to
provide adequate shelter and water
for their herds.
New Zealand Veterinary Association (NZVA) dairy spokesperson Dr
Peter Davidson says while New Zealand farmers don’t usually have to
face extreme hot temperatures, our
increased levels of solar radiation
means dairy cows can quickly
overheat.
In addition, there are higher levels
of endophytes in summer pasture
which can lead to overheating as well.
One of the thing farmers can do is
monitor the behaviour of their stock.
The first sign of heat distress is
clustering around the water trough or
clustering in groups, trying to get
shade from each other.
Additional signs are drops in

production, drooling, panting,
decreased cudding, irritability, and in
some cases subclinical rumen acidosis. Heat stress can lead to drops in
rumen pH, which means some feeds
can be unsuitable unless they are
balanced with a fiber source.
Dr Davidson says increased respiration is an accurate indicator.
If respiration rates are getting
above one breath per second you
need to start mitigating heat distress.
‘‘Planning grazing by utilising
shaded paddocks during the day and
non-shaded at night helps cows stay
cool during the day and also warmer
during nights,’’ he says.
Dr Davidson also recommends
farmers keep cows close to the dairy
shed to shorten the walking distance
to afternoon milking.
Farmers can install sprinklers in
the dairy shed as the cows enter to

compensate for the additional heat
from walking to the dairy, which can
push body temperatures up about one
degree.
Cows should be wet to the point
where water is running off them
otherwise local humidity around the
cow increases and they can become
more uncomfortable.
‘‘Ensure cows are not jammed
into the yard tightly without cooling
them. Once cows are cooled at
milking they are more likely to graze
effectively after milking,’’ Dr Davidson says.
He says cows will do their bit to
stay cool by standing in shade
throughout the day and then grazing
at night.
I think most farmers appreciate
the fact their cows get hot, but its
important to monitor the condition of
cows over the peak-heat months.

Kiwi cows lead the way
N

871 5609 ALL HOURS
6564485AA

ew Zealand dairy cows are
among the most efficient, and
fertile, in the world.
The picture is gained from the
recently released NZ Dairy Statistics
for 2007/08 document published by
LIC and DairyNZ.
The report illustrates that the
fertility of New Zealand dairy cows has
been maintained across time with the
median calving dates becoming earlier
across the country.
Working with fertile cows has
therefore enabled New Zealand
farmers to bring median calving dates
forward that is the date at which half
the herd has calved, something they
could not do if New Zealand cows had
poor fertility.
In 1993 the median calving date
for mixed age cows in herds in the

greater South Auckland region was
August 15. In 2008 it was August 8.
The report also highlights the
improvement in the median calving
date with around 50% of most New
Zealand herds in the 2007/2008
season calved within the first three
weeks of calving. This tight calving
pattern is a result of New Zealand
farmers management with fertile
cows.
New Zealand’s tight calving interval is the shortest of any dairy nation
in the world.
The Dairy Statistics document
illustrates the fertility and efficiency of
dairy cows in another way by
reporting the average number of days
for each cow between her calving date
in 2007 and her calving date in 2006.
This is called the cows calving interval.

New Zealand dairy cows maintain
368 or 369 day calving intervals, year
in and year out in other words, on
average the cows calve at more-or-less
the same time each year.
In every other country, dairy cows
progressively, year on year, slip back
by a large amount each year, with
cows in many countries falling back
more than two months.
New Zealand’s results are, of
course, the result of seasonal dairying
(ie where cows calve at a set time each
year) a trend which more countries are
moving to. In some countries, where
cows are housed in barns, the calving
interval is not so important.
The downside for these countries
is that farmers don’t place the same
selection pressure on fertility that New
Zealand farmers do.

Manufacturers and Suppliers of:
• PASTURE • NEW GRASS • MAIZE
• BRASSICAS • LIQUID FERTILISERS
•
SUPPLY & APPLICATION
Book Now for all your Facial Eczema
and Pasture Renovation requirements

John Cooper
PO Box 425, Te Awamutu
021 856 839 - A/H 07 871 8666

6707007AA

ROTARY COW SHEDS
HERRINGBONE COW SHEDS
YARDS AND PIPE WORK
KATROL TOP GATES

General Repairs and On-Site Welding
24hr Service Team (Ph 0274 771 888)
Welding of Steel, Aluminium
and Stainless Machining,
Engineering Supplies

SERVING THE FARMER FOR 48 YEARS.
FOR ALL YOUR ENGINEERING
ENQUIRIES PHONE DES MILGATE
Livingstone Lane (off Bond Rd), Te Awamutu
Phone: 871 7734 - Fax: 871 7792
Email: farm.eng@xtra.co.nz

6560855AA
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Milking System
Efﬂuent Management
Refrigeration
+ Water Reticulation

QUBIK OWNERS

Pam and
Ken Osborne

Milk with conﬁdence

Milking Systems

Milking Machine Testing

Phone Ken Osborne for quotes on the latest high spec
technology for new plant and upgrades including fully
automated systems

Phone Jason Yeeles, our qualiﬁed tester (1118) to optimise
your production. We use full ISO standard test equipment.
Phone Jason or book online @ www.qubik.co.nz

Water Reticulation + Efﬂuent Management

Refrigeration
Qubik refrigeration is the one
stop shop for farmers wanting
to upgrade and reﬁne their
refrigeration systems and controls.
We install, service and maintain
all systems associated with milk
cooling including the new Glycol
Chiller System.

At Qubik, we provide
a comprehensive water
and efﬂuent service with
systems designed and
installed to individual
farm requirements.

When it comes to milk
vat refrigeration, we work
with farmers to ﬁnd the
best individual solution
Contact Will Prosser

We supply all pumps,
pipes, ﬁttings
and trenching.
Phone Kerry Perrett

®

Buy your rubberware
from us and get your
ﬁlter socks for

FREE!
TE AWAMUTU
PH 07 871 6781

OTOROHANGA
PH 07 873 8500

PUTARURU
PH 07 883 3423

TAUPO
PH 07 376 5695

Cnr Bond Rd
& Livingstone
Brothers Lane
Te Awamutu

12 -14
Progress Drive
Otorohanga

89 Tirau Street
Putaruru

47 Miro Street
Taupo

6708990AA

qubik.co.nz
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Crunch the numbers
For honest and
efficient service

6701807AA

By Darren
Sutton
— Waikato
FarmWise
consultant.

W
PH: 871 3100
496 OHAUPO RD,
TE AWAMUTU

Russ

Water Services
Complete Trenching Services

• Rural Water Supplies • Domestic Plumbing
• Pool & Spa Supplies • Dairymaster Milking Machines

• Late model Ditch Witch
Trencher 45Hp

• Fast, effective, competative
• Complete project services

• Design and installation of
water and efﬂuent systems
• Upgrade of existing systems
• Qulaity operaters
6706975AA

• Competative Rates
• Cable Laying

Quality Business is Doing it Right the First

ell we all waited and hoped
for better news than what
Fonterra were able to
deliver late last month. Most people
have been commenting that at least
the payout has a ‘5’ in front of it.
So what does this mean for
farmers who only nine months ago
were running budget scenarios that
had $6 -$7 payout figures in them?
Banks were using $5.70 to $5.80
per kg MS as a ten year average, but
to get an average of $5.80, you must
at some stage get what we have now
— a payout of about $5.00.
ACTION PLAN
So what should farmers be looking to do to get through this season
and next?
Firstly don’t put off sitting down
and revising your personal budgets,
and also meet with your bank to
discuss options. The necessity to do
this will be driven by your current
equity margins.
Budgets should be run through
and checked to see what the net
results are when using $5.00 and
then at $4.50 per kg MS. Hopefully
this year will generate at least $5.00,
but for season 2009/10, it would be
prudent to see what finances look
like when using $4.50 per kg MS.
The key for this and next year is
to generate as much cash as possible
out of the farm business.
WATCH COSTS
Look at all areas of expense that

you have coming up for the rest of
the season. Areas of capital development should be the first to go.
Look closely at feed and fertiliser
costs, as these along with labour are
normally the biggest items of Farm
Working Expenses (FWE).
Look at each item and decide
what is going to give you the best
return on investment. These will vary
from farm to farm. For example a
farm with high soil fertility may be
able to cut back on the autumn
fertiliser plan, without reducing next
year’s production.
Cost all supplementary feeds
being bought-in as these need to be
closely checked against what can be
expected back as milk produced.
For example, most supplementary feed trials run in NZ have shown
on average a response of 4.0 to 7.5
grams MS per MJME down the cows
throat (NB: responses can be a lower
or a lot higher — generally the bigger
the feed deficit, the better the MS
response).
If feeding Palm Kernel (PK) with
an ME of 11.5, we could get back 86
g MS per kg DM eaten; 92 g MS on
a payout of $5.00 is 43 cents.
Currently most farms are able to buy
and feed out PK for about $0.30 per
kg DM after 15 % wastage. This
leaves a $0.13 margin to pay for any
additional costs. Is that margin good
enough for you?
Talk to your bank and discuss
options of refixing interest rates later
on this year. Look at your working
capital requirements, as this will be
stretched even more with the delay
in the Value Return component of
the payout pushed out to October
now. It may be beneficial to transfer
some overdraft into a term loan to
get a better interest rate.
There has been plenty of speculation around maize contracts. If you
do not have a contract and were
looking to buy in later, then run the
numbers through at a maize feed
value of 10.5 MJME per kg DM.
FALLING COSTS

Unfortunately feed costs are
slower to fall than the rate that
payout falls. However next season,
some costs like fertiliser and grazing
and other feed costs should be lower.
As you run budget scenarios, try to
be realistic about where fertiliser and
grazing off costs could be next year.
ANALYSE YOUR SYSTEM
What type of farm system are you
running? Are you a high input
system with a lot of fixed feed costs?
If so, look at the whole farm system
and make some realistic estimates on
your feed input prices next year. It
may be wise to drop down in
intensity for the next two years. This
may mean dropping back to a
stocking rate of less than 3 cows/ha,
which could allow you to grow more
crops on-farm and keep some (all?)
replacements on. Again, check the
numbers of grazing off at likely costs
per week. At what cost per week and
payout levels does this remain profitable for you?
All these options in a farming
system are best compared to each
other on a cents per kg DM basis.
BENCHMARK YOURSELF
To identify areas that you might
be over-spending in, get a copy of
the latest DairyNZ Economic Survey.
The latest has the 2006-07 data
from all farms entered into
DairyBase. This is a good place to
start from by comparing your costs
on a per kg of MS produced basis,
against your latest set of accounts.
This will help highlight areas that you
might be lax in when controlling
costs. Better still; take the time to
enter your whole farm into
DairyBase to get an even more
accurate comparison.
As unpleasant as it may be, take
the time to crunch the numbers to
calculate where your business should
be this year and next. Call on help
from your advisor and accountant,
and keep your bank in the loop with
your budget, forecasts and financial
plans. Delaying action may only end
up costing you more.

DESIGNER SERIES
by Golden Homes
• Goldstar® seven year
completion and defects warranty
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• Ultraline ceilings and walls
which signiﬁcantly enhances
ﬁre resistance and gives better
paint ﬁnish
• Double glazing for both sound
and warmth insulation
• Choice of brick or Erff board
for added insulation and
ﬁre resistance
• Gerard Rockport shingle roofs
• Traditional timber or Zog
steel frames
• Architraves to window and
door surrounds
• European styled Stainless Steel
appliances
• 4.8m wide Garage doors for
ease of access

Price $267,000 (TRAVEL COSTS MAY APPLY)

• Large 1.0m x 1.0m showers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Wall hung Italian styled vitreous
china vanities

6701308AA

6560953AA

WRANGLER - 283.3SqM

20 TONNE EXCAVATORS - UP TO 20M REACH
12 TONNE EXCAVATORS - UP TO 10M REACH

• 810 doors which are
wheelchair friendly

Digger Hire
Effluent Ponds
Earthmoving
Farm Works
Wet Lands
Ponds
Lakes

0800 686 294

Email: info@numax.co.nz - Web: www.numax.co.nz
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Maize Silage

Crop Sowing

Lease Land

Grass Silage

Undersowing

Crop Brokerage

Baleage

Spraying

Haulage

Grain Maize

Scoop Work

Earthmoving

Cultivation

Truck Cartage

Sub-soiling

Phill Daniels
Manager
Ngahape Rd, RD3
Te Awamutu 3873
6709014AA

T: 07 873 2807
F: 07 873 2784

M: 0274 868118
E: bradﬁeldfarmltd@farmside.co.nz
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Everyone needs
to be smarter
with water
ABRIDGED SPEECH: CONOR ENGLISH, CEO, FEDERATED FARMERS NZ

A

bout 600 years ago Leonardo da
Vinci (1452 1519) said Water is the
driving force of all nature.
As farmers we harness nature, we
harvest it for our families and society, and
we nurture it for future generations. We are
the custodians of our land and water
resource. When we talk about water
storage lets not do that in isolation of
nature, of the driving force of water and the
importance of the environment. We must
take our urban cousin and our environmentalist with us. We must take a smart
balanced approach.
What we do know is that in the city you
dont wait for the rain to fall before you have
a cup of tea. In the city we have water at the
right place at the right time. We store
water, we bank it, we save on the rainy day
and so we can use it when it isnt raining. So
why not do more of the same in the
country.
The story of NZ is not complex. We
have fertile land, it rains, we grow grass,
and we turn that into protein. We then sell
this to a hungry and prosperous world to
pay our bills and for our social services Its a
measure of a nation how it looks after its
vulnerable, but we need export dollars to do
this.
We have done this for over a hundred
years. Sometimes we have forgotten that
this is what we do best and we have had
some conferences. But what we need is not
a Knowledge Wave conference, but a water
wave reality through more water storage.
When you look at the planet, we have
the one thing that many dont have an
abundance of fresh water. This is what
makes us a first world nation, rather than a
third world nation. We often say Australia is
the lucky country under the expanse of their
sand they have treasure which they mine. In
New Zealand we should look to the expanse
of our sky. Water is our iron ore. Its what
makes us a lucky country.
Civilisations over the centuries have
learnt that water is the key to prosperity, to
the environment, to happiness. The
Romans, the Greeks, Egyptians knew this.
Like those civilisations we need more fish
and less drought. We know from Opua and
other schemes that the environment,
recreational values, the community spirit,
and the economy are all enhanced by
water storage. And Ive yet to meet a fish
that doesnt like water 365 days a year.
If we want to set our nation up for
success for the next half century, if we want
our children to aspire to a future within our
shores, if we want to choose a brighter
future, we need to look at smart water
storage strategies.
Its not that Canterbury is running out of
water, its that the water is running out of
Canterbury.
So what do Federated Farmers want of
government.
1.Put water storage on the list of
infrastructure projects that the government
supports to help the nation through our

current financial crisis.
2.Reform legislative hurdles that make
the gestation for such projects long, risky
and expensive, such as the RMA.
3.Carefully review legal instruments,
where appropriate, that prevent common
sense solutions for water storage.
4.bridging finance — if we can back
banks, why not water banks. Using appropriate models, government could help fund
projects through the long capital intensive
gestation. As with roading infrastructure,
the benefits accrue to the whole community so we believe government financial
involvement is appropriate. However
unlike roading, water storage infrastructure
provides direct positive cash flows from
export dollar growth.. The Cullen fund
with its new mandate to invest 40% of
funds in New Zealand is one source of
funds, but there may be other options that
need explored, one of which I will mention
next..
5.As an organisation, a lot of what we
do is stop silly ideas or regulation getting
over the line. For example the diesel tank
regulations that we stopped that have
saved at least $3000 for every farmer in
New Zealand about the equlivent of 10
years Federated Farmers sub, after tax.
You may not have noticed as it hasnt
happened to you because we stopped it!
So we want to Government to review
with a view to cancelling the Sate Highway
20 Waterview Connection tunnel. This 3.1
km tunnel with no hill is costed at about
$1.9 billion or about $600 million per
kilometre. Tunnels should be a last resort
as they are not future proof and tend to end
up a choke on traffic. So build the road but
cancel the tunnel and use some of the
savings for water storage projects. The
return to the country will be far greater.
6.To include water storage as part of its
practical and formal policy response to
global warming.
7.To factor water storage into policy
formulation on water allocation and other
water frameworks and issues, such as
potential Treaty issues as it can dramatically change the dynamic.
Lao Tzu said Give a man a fish and you
feed him for a day. Teach him how to fish
and you feed him for a lifetime. Well, give a
kiwi a rain shower he fishes and farms for a
day. Give him water storage he will fish and
farm for a life time. David Carter, the new
Minister of Agriculture, deserves high
praise for convening this water storage
forum.
Federated Farmers will continue our
water storage campaign. We are a lucky
country, we just maybe dont realise it.
Water is our Iron ore. As a whole
community lets take action to set this
nation up for more fish, less drought for
the century ahead. Lets earn more export
dollars to help pay for those vital services
that every New Zealander expects as a first
world country. The great Leonardo da
Vinci would surely agree.

Tokanui showpiece
W
intec as received funding to
develop
a
showpiece
agritechnology educational

centre.
The Tertiary Education Commission
has approved funding of up to $930,500
over three years to establish the centre on
AgResearch’s farm at Tokanui.
With the support of partners
AgResearch, AgITO, Innovation Waikato
and the Coalition of 21st Century Schools,
Wintec is to establish a centre that enables
secondary school students, farmers, farm
workers and tertiary students — including
Wintec Bachelor of Technology students,
to gain practical experience using the latest
dairying technologies. AgResearch is currently converting its sheep and beef
research farm into an 800-cow dairy farm
that uses leading edge commercial practices. Wintec students, from short course
and certificate to degree level, will be able to
use the centre for their agriculture, science,
information technology, engineering and
agritechnology studies.
The Applied Agritechnologies Centre
proposal had strong industry support for its
collaborative nature and potential and aims

to provide a unique learning environment in
science, technology and leading commercial practice for school children, farmer
workers and undergraduates.
Wintec Science and Primary Industries
head of School Rosemary Wyborn said
Wintec and the AgITO had been actively
exploring opportunities for collaboration
and the project provided a platform for the
two organisations to develop educational
resources and demonstrate industry best
practice.
She said the project was unique in that it
will utilise a model research farm as the
source of information and teaching material
development.
Wintec as the lead tertiary education
provider and the AgITO were committed to
meeting the future needs of the sector and
with AgResearch had worked together
towards such a result for several years.
‘‘This venture will bring together the key
commercial partners in the AgBio New
Zealand Cluster and will sit alongside a
leading edge dairy conversion being developed by AgResearch and equipped by
leading commercial agritechnologies companies.
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Maize silage profitable Inoculating maize
M
in the autumn
M

aximising the amount of
milk produced at the end of
lactation without compromising cow condition and pasture
cover levels is the annual challenge
for many farmers.
It’s a real balancing act. Dry off
too early and you miss out on
potential income this season. Milk
on too long and you run the risk of a
skinny herd and a whole host of
issues at calving.
For the last couple of seasons,
dry conditions in the Waipa have
drastically reduced pasture grow
rates and made autumn management even more difficult.
Most farmers are aware that
there is a robust, scientifically proven
relationship between cow condition
score (CS) at calving and milk
production during the subsequent
lactation, cow fertility and dairy farm
profitability. Simply stated, cows
that calve in better condition produce more milk and get in calf better.
For these reasons, having cows in
CS 5 (and heifers in CS 5.5) at

calving makes good economic
sense.
One of the best ways to get the
most out of this season without
compromising next season is to feed
maize silage in the autumn.
Trials conducted at Waimate
West Demonstration Farm (Taranaki) during the 1997-98 season
showed cows fed maize silage in the
autumn had the highest milksolids
response and EFS per hectare when
compared to an all-grass control and
to herds fed maize silage in the
spring and summer (Table 1).
In the Waimate West Trial,
feeding maize silage in the autumn
to keep the herd milking rather than
dry them off gave an exceptional
milksolids response of 179 gMS/
kgDM fed.
There are several reasons why
feeding modest amounts of maize
silage (around 300 kgDM per cow)
in the autumn works well for many
commercial farmers.
• Maize silage can be fed on the
ground. Typically, ground

conditions are dry in the autumn.
This means feeding maize silage out
in the paddock is feasible without
excessive levels of maize silage
wastage or pasture damage.
• Maize silage is an excellent cow
conditioner. Starch-based feeds such
as maize grain or silage are readily
converted to bodyweight and are an
excellent option for putting weight
on cows.
• Cows substitute pasture for maize
silage. Because maize silage is a
forage, cows will eat it but consume
less pasture. In the autumn, this
pasture substitution effect can be
used to increase pasture cover levels
while the herd is still milking and
maintaining or increasing condition
score.
Farmers who have not precontracted crops this season may be
able to source maize silage from
their local maize contractor. For free
technical support on getting the best
response from autumn fed maize
silage call 0800 Pioneer (0800 746
633) and talk to a specialist.

2009 RURAL
ROUNDUP DATES
The Te Awamutu Courier publishes a special monthly
farming supplement The Rural Rounup.
Our paper is delivered to 11,634 homes including 5082
rural clients in the Te Awamutu and surrounding areas
from north of Otorohanga in the south, to Kaipak/Te Pahu
in the north and out to Oparau/Kawhia in the west.
To assist with your forward planning below are the
dates and features for the Rural Roundup for the next
12 months.
March 17

Regrassing

April 21

Maize Grain Harvesting and regrassing

May 12

General

June 9

Fieldays and Welcome to the District

July 14

Calf Rearing

August 18

Grow Maize 2009/10

September 15 Summer Crop options and Silage Making
October 20

Cropping, silage and hay

November 17

Hay/Silage and Calf Club Results

For Further Information please phone:
Advertising: Alan Price or Heather Andrew
Editorial: Dean Taylor or Cathy Asplin

Phone 871 5151

6701330AA

aize silage harvest
will start in the Waipa district in a few
weeks time. For many
farmers worldwide, silage
inoculants are an integral
part of the maize silage
making process.
So, given the current
payout conditions, should
you inoculate your maize
silage and if so, which product should you use?
The positive effects of
silage inoculants measured
on maize silage made under
ideal
silage-making
conditions in controlled
industry and university
studies are: lower silage pH;
higher levels of lactic acid;
greater drymatter recovery
(less shrinkage, spoilage and
run-off); improved silage
digestibility (higher feed
energy levels); increased animal performance (more milk
or more meat per tonne of
silage fed); improved stability
and less heating when the
silage is exposed to the air at
feed-out time In summary
you get better quality silage
that allows your livestock to
produce more milk or meat
and a greater financial return
from every tonne of maize
that you ensile.
For example, trials show
that at current payout levels,
Pioneer 1174 gives a return
of $3.61 and Pioneer 1132
gives a return of $9.49 per
dollar invested in inoculant.
Selecting an inoculant
Not all silage inoculants are

the same. Just as two cows
differ in the efficiency with
which they convert grass to
milk, different bacteria
strains differ in the effect that
they have on silage
fermentation.
When choosing a silage
inoculant it is important to
first consider the type of
inoculant that you need to
address your main silage
making challenges.
For example do you
want:
• A better fermentation and
higher quality silage?
• Reduced heating and spoilage at feed-out time?
• Or a product that will
deliver better quality silage
and reduced heating at feedout time?
Deciding which type of
inoculant you require will
narrow down the number of
products that you need to
consider.
The next step is to make
sure that the product that you
buy has:
• Comprehensive, global
product research including

fermentation studies and animal performance trials. If you
want a product that reduces
heating and spoilage at feedout time, look for aerobic
stability trials.
• An accredited quality control system that ensures
every bottle or bag of
inoculant that you apply
contains the right strains of
live bacteria in the right
numbers.
• Extensive local technical
back-up that can help you
with all aspects of silage
making and feeding.
Buying cheap products
that have limited or no production to support them
would be like relying on the
cheapest bull at the sale to
provide you with the future
genetics for your dairy herd.
So in summary, the
bottom-line is that most dairy
farmers can make money by
using a quality inoculant even
in today’s economic climate
however product selection is
critical to ensure that you get
a good return on your
inoculant investment.
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specials

Brakleen 5-56
only

6.95
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$

+ GST each
Parts Direct
07 872 0291

Farm Machinery Centre
Warren Longman (027) 289 6263
TELEPHONE
07 872 0232

HAMILTON TOLL FREE
07 849 6000

859 OHAUPO ROAD
TE AWAMUTU

FACSIMILE
07 871 8190

Be careful where
you graze stock
W

aikato farmers are being reminded they are not
allowed to graze stock in designated conservation areas on privately owned land.
The reminder — from Federated Farmers, the Upper
Waikato catchment liaison sub-committee and Environment Waikato — follows a number of instances where
stock have been grazing in conservation areas in the
Rotorua and Taupo districts.
‘‘The conservation areas are set out in property titles
held by farmers so ignorance is no excuse for letting stock
into them,’’ said farmer Stu Kneebone, chairman of the
Upper Waikato catchment liaison sub-committee.
‘‘I appreciate that when feed is tight it can be tempting
to let stock into the conservation areas but in the end it’s
a false economy.’’
Over the past 30 years, significant areas of private
land around Rotorua and Taupo have been established as
conservation areas, under land improvement
agreements, to help protect soil and water quality.
Related works have been funded jointly by the Government, Environment Waikato and land owners.
Work has been carried out on more than 600
properties and more than 10,000 hectares has been
fenced off from farming and stock use. Farmers’
obligations under the land improvement agreements
include keeping stock out and maintaining fencing.
However, Federated Farmers Rotorua/Taupo provincial president and committee member Gifford McFadden
said EW staff checks and reports from land owners had
shown that in a number of cases farmers have been
letting stock graze in conservation areas, not repairing
fences and harvesting trees without the necessary
approvals.
The problem could be as small as 50 metres of bad or
no fence out of a total between one kilometre and 10
kilometres but it all mattered, Mr McFadden said.
‘‘The problems are not widespread but we are all
concerned about what has been happening and want to
nip this in the bud.
‘‘The land improvement agreements have helped us
make considerable gains in the last 30 years controlling
soil erosion and stabilizing land, and improving water
quality. We don’t want to lose these gains.’’
Mr Kneebone said a lot of time, effort and money had
gone into establishing the conservation areas and this
could be undone in just days if fences weren’t maintained.
‘‘The conservation areas and associated works are a
vital part of making farming sustainable and we need to
ensure they are well looked after for future generations.’’

•Terms and conditions apply. Fixed deposits required with flexible options available.

Offer valid on all deliveries until 30th April 2009 or while stocks last.

6701027AA

www.norwood.co.nz Haydn Megaffin
/teawamutu
(0274) 428 056
TELEPHONE
07 872 0232

EW’s Upper Waikato catchment zone manager
Lawrie Donald said the council will increase the number
of ground and aerial inspections around the region during
the year. ‘‘We will follow up any instances of stock
grazing where there shouldn’t be. The council will
consider prosecutions where willful grazing persists in
conservation areas.’’

Ken Seabright
(0274) 437 729
HAMILTON TOLL FREE
07 849 6000

859 OHAUPO ROAD
TE AWAMUTU

FACSIMILE
07 871 8191

Cedric Borlase
(0274) 975 935
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18 Maniapoto Street, Otorohanga
Freephone: 0800 482 928

T

e Aroha dairy and goat milk producers Doug and
Kathy Bentham (pictured right) will open their farm
up to the public for the inaugural Federated
Farmers Farm Day on Sunday, March 1 between 10am
and 3pm.
The aim of day is to create better understanding and
connections between town and country and more than
25 such days are planned around the country, all on the
same day at the same time.
‘‘This will be a great opportunity for farmers to invite
non-farmers to explain how farmers farm, what farmers
do and why agriculture is so important to New Zealand,’’
says Frank Brenmuhl, Federated Farmers national vice
president.
‘‘We hope Farm Day will see hundreds of families visit
the country to see where their food and fibre comes from.
This is not a sanitised farm experience but a chance to
meet real farmers and talk about farming practices.
Doug and Kathy milk 480 Saanen goats which each
produce about three litres of milk a day and 100-110
kilograms of milk solids a year.
Their goats live in large barns all year round.
They will give farm visitors a goat milking demonstration on Farm Day.
When a goat freshens (gives birth) she begins to
produce milk.
It takes about eight minutes to milk each goat. Like the
Bentham’s dairy cow herd, the goats are milked twice
daily.
The bentham’s operate an organic farm.
The difference between organic farming and other
farming methods is in the way the animals feed is grown.
All fertilisers and pest controls on the farm are
restricted to natural products.
They are careful to keep their farm clean and tidy,
making it a safe place for the animals.
They also look after the waterways and plant plenty
trees, particularly along their creek line.
The bentham’s Federated Farmers Farm Day will
feature a farm walk, an opportunity to check out their
composting system and a
sausage sizzle
for a local
school.
The
Benthams
farm is located
north east of
Hamilton at
647 Alexandra Road, RD
1, Te Aroha.

GN125H

It’s back! Popular with all ages
the GN125 commuter is fitted
with alloy wheels, low,
comfortable seats and an
electric start 4-stroke engine.
These will fly out the door!

$2,895

DIRECTORS:
David Bailey
Robert Ingham
Cheyne Waldron

ASSOCIATE
DIRECTORS:
Layne Kerr
Kelly McIvor
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS:
Jayne Adams
Tracey Hall
Rebecca Lynch
Bridget Morgan
ASSOCIATE
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS:
Michael Crook
Shellee Edwards
Carolyn Perrett

This stylish scooter will
impress with its superefficient 4-stroke motor
and auto transmission.
Plus you can ride it on
your car license.

♦ Quality and Professional
Advice to Farmers
and Businesses
♦ Expert Taxation Planning
♦ A Friendly and
Personalised Service
Contact us for a free no
obligation interview to discuss
your financial requirements
Our Te Awamutu based
accountants are available
to visit your business or farm
as required

1995 FORD Falcon Futura

2001 FORD Mondeo

Dual airbags, air conditioned,
keyless entry

1 owner, low kms, just like new.

Auto, air conditioned, NZ new.
WAS $9,990

$12,990

NOW

$5,450

NOW

$8,450

FROM $23
per week

2006 MAZDA 6 GSX

UZ50

30 YEARS OF PROVIDING

2006 FORD Fiesta

NOW

6707747AA

Townies invited to country

$2,195
FROM $18
per week

Normal Lending Criteria Applies based on 36 months & 25%
*deposit
weekly prices incl finance charges. All prices incl GST.

NZ new, 6 airbags, low kms.
WAS $20,990

NOW

$19,990

2006 FORD Courier
High Country
Flatdeck, 44,000Km. WAS $24,990

NOW

$23,200

2005 MAZDA E2000 Van
1 owner, only 26,000km.
Priced to sell.

NOW

$18,990

2003 NISSAN X Trail TI

2006 MAZDA Atenza

2007 FORD Ranger XLT

Leather, air conditioning.
WAS $21,990

Only 19,200km
WAS $25,990

Double cab, 4WD,
air conditioning

NOW

$18,500

NOW

$24,200

NOW

$35,990

132 Kihikihi Rd, Te Awamutu - Ph 871 3079

6700991AA

www.wilksbrooke.co.nz

L.M.V.D.

www.fairviewmotors.co.nz
ILANA WILKS

MARK PENNY

(0275) 445 262
iwilks@wilksbrooke.co.nz

(0274) 310 880
mpenny@wilksbrooke.co.nz

Alexandra St, TE AWAMUTU
6713324AA

PH 870 2535

GRANT
PAUL
McCONNACHIE
MANIAPOTO
a/h 871 4578,
a/h 871 4954
mob 027 485 4987 mob 027 2493841
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Company keeps identity

TC170209RR16

MCFALL manager Guy Pilkington (left) and Rural Contracts manager Butch Gilbert (right) go over the
Tokanui farm race plans with motorscraper driver Trevor Swan.

W

hen McFall Enterprises was
taken over by Downer EDI
Works last year it was the
only branch permitted to keep its
name.
Now known as simply ‘McFall’,
manager Guy Pilkington says the long
standing local company was pleased
to retain its identity.
‘‘McFall has proven itself to be a
highly successful business with a
strong reputation, so the new owners
saw no reason to change the name or
what it represents.’’
While some businesses have been
struggling with the recession which
has resulted in putting off staff, for
McFall it’s been business as usual.
‘‘Profits may be down, but we
have had ample work for our 77 staff
and that’s the bottom line, we are
aware of our responsibilities to the 67
families here.
‘‘For over 40 years it’s been a
McFall tradition to provide a support-

Thinking of building?
Think solar hot water heating and the award winning
Biolytix waste treatment system

CHROMAGEN

Solar Hot Water

Waste Treatment Systems
Recycle sewage, greywater,
sanitary items and food scraps into
a lush garden

ive family environment for our
workers and we plan to continue
that.’’
The staff also recognise that
commitment — many return to work
for McFall after they have been away,
while others have been on the staff for
over 20 years.
Mr Pilkington says McFall has
been able to continue strongly despite
the downturn because it can diversify
and is willing to be reactionary.
‘‘We keep our prices at a reasonable rate, react to what our clients tell
us and put in a great team effort to get
the job done well.’’
That standard of work hasn’t gone
unnoticed.
Transfield and Transit were so
impressed by work carried out by
McFall on State Highways 31 and 39
that they have asked them to carry
out work on State Highway 1 at
Meremere.
‘‘That’s a real credit to our

company.’’
McFall is also currently carrying
out work on the AgResearch 340ha
farm conversion at Tokanui.
Extensive earthworks for sheds,
feedpads etc have been carried out
and now staff are working on a
network of farm races.
‘‘We will be putting down 12,000
cubic metres of rubble and estimate
another month’s work here. The
dairy farm wants to be operational in
June.’’
Other projects see staff travelling
as far as National Park and Mokau to
the South, then as far as Mercer in the
North.
McFall provides a range of
services in its five divisions: commercial drainage, roading (including
subdivisions), quarrying, concreting
and rural work, backed up by a
comprehensive workshop.
For more information contact the
Bond Road office (ph 871 4057).

Stock your
freezer

with home
grown
meat

We have a vehicle
especially designed for
farm pick-up and killing
in your area
We are not retail butchers
and handle no stock,
except farmer-owned
We have a fully
equipped van to deliver
your pre-packed meat
back to you

The Chromagen
system is a complete
solar hot water system package
with the unique solar smart
electronic management system offering maximum efﬁ
efﬁciency
ciency and
constant hot water supply
www.solarhotwater.co.nz

• Bacon Cured
• All corned cuts
processed
• Sausages

The waste filters through 3 layers and
after the second layer, it is cleaner than
a septic output or aerated system.
www.biolytix.com

All beasts hung for at
least six days before
processing

For more information call Singleton and Hansen today

Rickit Road, Te Awamutu
Ph 871 5320 A/H 871 6305
6564752AA
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FARMERS

Life on the farm with Ross Sutton

WE ARE YOUR RURAL SPECIALISTS

Rogue agents and rabbit holes

We provide cost
effective solutions for...

 Contouring and land development
 Feed pads and building sites

TC170209RS01

WRAPPED: Peter Thompson Contracting workers wrapping silage in November.

T

here are many facets which go
to making successful farming:
good management, stock practices, weed control and those things
out of our control such as the weather.
Stock firms provide many of the
goods and services and stock agents
assist with the purchase and sale of
livestock.
For several years I have had the
experience of Gerald Lane who would
find farmers to purchase my cattle and
put my few lambs into the local
butcher trade. I never had a problem.
After he retired in the middle of 2008,
I was in need of a new agent.
Another independent stock-agent
was recommended and he brought
out another to give me a price in the
paddock for some Red Devon and
Hereford cross yearlings. I was
expecting a farmer client but at any
rate I was given a sob story about noone wanting our produce and I should
go the sales. The fact was that I had
been to the sales and I knew the prices
and I was mortified at the price
offered. He offered $480 for my
lovely Red Devon steers which I had
brought through the drought buying in
extra silage and giving them anti-facial
eczema protection. Commission
would come off this.
I put them into the Frankton sale
the next week, where the steers
fetched $640 a head! There are good

people and rogues in all industries but
it pays to be vigilant at all times.
Maybe it is time for an organisation
where they are registered similar to
land agents?
HARES AND RABBITS
I reported on this problem last year
and if anything it has got worse and it
will not improve until there is a coordinated attack once again. Since
August I have shot 49 rabbits and 8
hares. One hare weighed 3.6kg live
weight and measured 60cm from
nose to back legs. Another was 4.3kg
and measured 67cm in comparison to
an adult rabbit which weighed 1.8kg.
Since they can stand up on their hind
legs, it is no wonder that they can do
so much damage to young trees. I
have quite a number of young Karaka
trees given to me by my good
neighbour, Donald Savage, but I am
waiting until I have got the hares
substantially reduced before planting. I
have also found three dead rabbits and
have wondered whether they have
died as a result of calicivirus (RCV).
MRS TIGGY WINKLE
One night when I was collecting a
rabbit carcase from the entrance of a
rabbit hole, I noticed a little snout
appearing in the entrance. It was a
hedgehog and I immediately thought
of Beatrix Potter’s character, Mrs
Tiggy Winkle and wondered if it did
the rabbit’s housework.

SHINING CUCKOO
We often have birds flying into our
landscape windows and being
knocked out. They can see right
through our lounge to the other side
without recognising the glass barrier.
Pigeons and Thrush do it frequently.
This year I noticed a dead bird on the
concrete below and found it was a
Shining Cuckoo. Apparently they
come over from Australia to breed. It
had a lovely olive green sheen and
white and black collars around its
throat. I knew they inhabited the area
but it was the first time I had actually
seen one.
WEATHER, GRASS, SILAGE
Because of the summer dry last
year I had my silage made in October
and November (125 large bales).
Since then there has been an abundant rainfall (173.5mls for December
and 45.5mls for January) and most
farmers have ‘grass growing out their
ears.’ This past week Peter Thompson, contractor, has made 36 bales of
hay. I have always regarded electric
fencing in summer as the sign of a
poor farmer but I am doing it to
prevent cattle stomping on the long
grass and not eating it.
Other activities such as drenching
and vaccinating calves go on. The bull
is with the cows and a new ram is with
the ewes. Hopefully, this year we will
have some lambs.



SILAGE BUNKERS
 Water tight sprayed concrete
Existing pits transformed  Pay back 5 yrs

BRIDGES - ANY SIZE
 Experienced in precast or custom built

DAVIN & SUSANNE MUDFORD
Ph: 07 873 6695 / 0274 935 386



ECZEMA SPRAYING

Farm races  Farm drainage  Drain laying

Phone Butch Gilbert

Protect your assets!

RURAL CONTRACTS MANAGER
for all your rural enquiries on 871 4057,
mobile 021 575 518 or a/h 872 2404

Spray your farm to assist in eczema prevention

PHONE (07) 873 6695

Bond Road • Te Awamutu

To book in your Spraying Requirements
Heli A1 Limited offers a complete aerial service
- spraying, fertiliser application, liquid fertiliser, lifting,
survey work, cartage, helicopters equipped with DGPS.
Also operating ground spraying unit.
6701033AA
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Share and share alike
Who’d be a farmer .... ?

By Simon
Brdanovic
— partner
in the
Te Awamutu
ﬁrm
Edmonds
Judd.

In an increasingly complicated world, it’s essential
you have expert legal advice in matters such as:

Real estate transactions
Dairy Company shares
Asset protection and family trusts
Wills and estate planning
Employment agreements
Property Relationship problems

15 Albert Park Drive, Te Awamutu
• Phone (07) 872 0236

6489554AA

• Fax (07) 871 7654

Please post this form with your cheque or money order to:

Te Awamutu Intermediate Reunion Committee
C/- 1472 Arapuni Rd, RD 2, Te Awamutu 3872

TE AWAMUTU INTERMEDIATE 50TH JUBILEE
March 13 and 14, 2009
Surname: ................................................................................................
First Name: .............................................................................................
Maiden Name: ........................................................................................
Address: ..................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
Town: ...................................................
Post Code: ............................................
Years attended Te Awamutu Intermediate ................ to ................
Student

Staff

BOT / Committee

(Please circle)

S

haremilking Agreements are
common in the dairy industry
and are based on a sound
principle: the parties to the agreement share in the profits and
expenses of the dairy farming operation either equally, or based on a
predetermined proportion. The
agreements are generally reasonably
specific and provide for a degree of
certainty.
However, it is when things
become uncertain that disputes can
arise.
As part of the Federated Farmers
helpline we have found that the
sharemilking relationship can
become strained over busy periods,
such as calving, leading to disputes
being raised. There is therefore a
process set out in sharemilking
agreements for resolving these
disputes, but because there is a focus
on undertaking the process within
strict time limits it is very important
that parties to these agreements are
well aware of the time frames.
It is also worth understanding that
there are different types of
sharemilking agreements in existence, which relate to the different
types of sharemilking arrangements.
Any arrangement where the dairy
herd is owned or provided by the

employer is one which is governed by
the Sharemilking Agreements Order
2001. The owner and the sharemilker can incorporate other terms
under their sharemilking agreement
but if these are inconsistent (insofar
as they would operate to the disadvantage of the sharemilker) with the
terms and conditions specified in the
Order then those agreed terms are
deemed to be null and void.
Other sharemilking agreements
generally relate to an approximately
equal share of the income and costs,
and allow for variations agreed to by
the parties.
The common link between both
types of agreements is that there are
specific timeframes in place for
resolving disputes.
You should be aware of the
following deadlines if you are a party
to a Sharemilking Agreements
Order:
• In the event of a serious breach by
one party then the other party may
give written notice seeking that the
breach be remedied, but if it is not
remedied within 10 working days,
then the aggrieved party may terminate the agreement immediately;
• If a dispute arises then 10 working
days notice must given to the other
party setting out the details of the
problem and both parties are to use
their best endeavours to negotiate
and reach a satisfactory outcome;
• Should either the dispute not be
resolved, or in the event of a
termination, or claim that the termination was not rightfully undertaken,
the parties must proceed to conciliation within 10 working days of the
dispute having been notified;
• The conciliation process is one
where a conciliator is appointed,
from a national panel if necessary,
and has to convene a hearing within
seven working days of that appointment. The conciliator’s role is to
encourage the parties to reach a

settlement, but failing this then the
conciliator must make a decision.
That proposal will be binding unless
either party rejects it in writing within
7 working days of having received
that decision;
• In the event the conciliation process
is not successful then the matter is to
go to arbitration. There is a general
provision that if a dispute is not
resolved within 21 working days of
the first written notice being submitted then the matter must go to
arbitration. This requires an arbitrator to be appointed, once again
from a national panel if necessary,
and the arbitrator will then progress
the matter to another arbitration
hearing within 21 working days of
notice to arbitration being given by
one party. The arbitrator’s award is
final unless action is taken by one
party who has 21 working days from
the date of notification of the award
to do so;
• The Agreements Order is also
specific in that no claim can be made
by either party against the other
unless the claim is made in writing
within 21 working days of the
claimant becoming aware of the
alleged breach, but in any case no
later than 21 business working days
from the end of the season.
Counterclaims can be made within
10 working days of the claim having
been made but, once again, 30
business working days from the end
of the season is the finite date for
such claims.
A normal 50/50 sharemilking
agreement may vary in that the
deadlines differ from what we have
discussed above with regards to a
Sharemilking Agreement Order but
generally the types of provisions will
be the same. We encourage you to be
aware of the strict timeframes which
exist because if the deadline is missed
then the right to raise a claim may be
lost.

Ag Art Wear launches
Designer Fibre category

Partner (if attending the reunion)
Surname: ................................................................................................
First Name: .............................................................................................
I/we wish to attend (please tick):
Friday Mix & Mingle Evening

$20

$40

Saturday programme

$15

$30

Saturday Dinner & Dance

$40

$80

Centennial Booklet

$20

6701757AA

Total Enclosed:
Signature: ............................................ Receipt required? Yes / No

T

he Ag Art Wear Competition now features a new
category — Designer Fibre.
The new category for 2009 that has the same
focus in mind as the Designer Traditional section, except
designs are predominantly made from animal furs such as
possum, wool (sheep, alpaca), animal hair (such as horse)
and/or feathers.
This category encompasses entries that would have
previously entered the Possum Fur Fashion Design
Awards; however potential materials options within the
Designer Fibre category are much wider.
Information about the 2009 Ag Art Wear Competition is available online. The Fieldays website
(www.fieldays.co.nz) competitions page features an
Entrant Guide and Entry Form to assist 2009 Ag Art
Wear entrants in their journey to creating wearable art off
the farm.
The challenge for designers is to think outside the
square and create a unique concept utilising agricultural/
farm based materials to compose a visual spectacle at the
2009 New Zealand National Agricultural Fieldays event
on June 10 — 13.

The 2009 Ag Art Wear Competition consists of five
categories. They are Avant Garde, Under 21, Landcare,
Designer Traditional, and Designer Fibre.
With a $15,000 prize pool, media exposure and
opportunities for sponsorship from our Fieldays exhibitors; the challenge is now set for designers around New
Zealand and Australia to challenge traditional design,
create the wow factor and think art off the wall.
Important Dates for 2009 include:
• Information Evening at Arts Post, Hamilton on a midMarch date to be confirmed;
• Entries close Friday, May 8, 2009;
• Preliminary Judging, 18 — 22, 2009;
• Finalist Confirmation from May 25, 2009;
• Fieldays June 10 — 13, 2009;
• Awards Presentation 2.00pm show, June 12, 2009.
The new judging process, featuring a preliminary
judging stage held prior to the Fieldays, with each
garment individually inspected and paraded in front of the
judging panel, will ensure each entrant is judged fairly.
The judging of the finalists will take place during the
live shows at Fieldays.
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Meat and wool
prices expected
stay on the rise
M

eat & Wool New Zealands
Economic Service is forecasting
strong increases for both lamb
and beef prices for 2008-09. Lamb prices
at the farmgate are expected to be up 38%
on last year and beef prices are forecast to
increase 11%.
Meat and Wool New Zealand chairman, Mike Petersen said the Economic
Services Mid Season Update signalled a
continuation of the improved pricing
farmers have seen, compared with last
year. Both lamb and beef returns were on
a positive trend and that looked set to
continue in contrast to other agriculture
exports.
The update forecasts that the average
profit for sheep and beef farmers in
2008-09 will remain low, but improve on
the 50-year low experienced last year.
Farm profit before tax was $16,700 in the
2007-08 year and is forecast to be
$45,600 in the 2008-09 year. Farm profit
before tax has to meet debt repayments,
tax and the farm family living expenses.
Economic Service executive director,
Rob Davison says even though farm
revenue is up on last year, on-farm
expenditure has to be tightly controlled to
combat high on-farm costs increases of
the past two years. While there has been
some decrease in fuel and interest rates,
overall farm input costs are still expected
to increase 6.9% this year. Even so, low
income last year has left most farms with
increased debt to service, so total interest
expenditure will not have changed much
compared to last year.
Mr Davison says depreciation of the
New Zealand dollar has been positive for
the export sector as lower interest yields
and greater global financial uncertainty has
made investors risk averse to investing in
other currencies.
The more export favourable New Zea-

land dollar has already had a positive effect,
and underpins higher farm-gate returns for
2009.
Total sheep and beef farm earnings at
the farm gate are estimated to increase by
$500 million to $4.4 billion, a positive for
the economy.
Mr Davison expects lamb prices at the
farm-gate to average $80 per head in
2008-09 compared with an average of $58
per head last year. While this 38% increase
is welcomed, lamb production is down 23%
cent this year as a flow on from drought,
and to a lesser extent, the expansion of the
dairy industry onto sheep and beef land.
There is also increased cropping, and
sheep and beef farms providing pasture for
dairy support.
Overall, the increase in lamb price is due
to tighter global supplies of lamb from New
Zealand, Australia and the EU and the
depreciation of the New Zealand dollar
particularly against the Euro and the US
dollar.
Mr Davison estimates are that farm-gate
beef prices will be positive in the shortterm, and could firm further into 2010.
The price increase for beef will be
underpinned by the depreciation of the
New Zealand dollar and strong United
States demand for manufacturing beef as
consumers trade-down to lower value
market segments such as hamburgers.
Wool prices at auction are forecast to
decrease 21.8% for fine, 4.4% for midmicron, and 11.8% for strong wool.
Mr Davison said prices for wool in
2008-09 are forecast to drop in spite of the
more export favourable exchange rate.
Low consumer confidence has dampened
retail demand in major wool apparel
markets. A substantial downturn in housing, commercial construction and building
refurbishment has reduced the demand for
carpets.

McGuire

Drainage & Contracting

121 Kakaramea Road
PIRONGIA
R.D.6, TE AWAMUTU

FARMERS - Now is the time to give Glenn McGuire
- 027 222 3130 or Owen Sicely - 027 375 8802 a call
to arrange a free estimate on all your farm drainage,
contouring and race maintenance work.

The Mudbug is simple, robust and easy to operate
and still New Zealand’s No.1 selling farm bike!
After cashback just $3,095.

An all-purpose, practical farm bike with a 199cc electric start
engine, 13 litre fuel tank, long travel suspension and powerful
12V halogen headlight. After cashback just $5,290.

Valid until 31 March 2009 or while stocks last.

Valid until 31 March 2009 or while stocks last.

mcguiredrainage@xtra.co.nz

(0275) 445 262

iwilks@wilksbrooke.co.nz

6709058AA

LT-F400F $12,500

LT-F300F $9,995

Extensively pre-production
tested on NZ farms, the
KingQuad 400 has a host of
features and rugged reliability
for all conditions.
After cashback just $12,000.

Abundant low-mid range

Valid until 31 March 2009 or
while stocks last.

ILANA WILKS

Ph: (027) 222 3130
(07) 871 9929
Fax: (07) 871 9939

www.wilksbrooke.co.nz

132 Kihikihi Road, Te Awamutu. Phone 871 3079

torque and a unique 3-speed
sub-transmission means there’s
a gear for every situation. This
longest-selling farm ATV on the
market is still a ﬁrm favourite.
After cashback just $9,495.
Valid until 31 March 2009 or
while stocks last.

MARK PENNY

(0274) 310 880

mpenny@wilksbrooke.co.nz
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Vintage Expo at Claudelands

WHAREPAPA SOUTH
Phone: 872 2560 Fax: 872 2570
Tyres ............... Cars, Bikes, Tractors, Trucks
W.O.F. .................................... While you wait

SERVICING
CARS BIKES
TRUCKS
TRACTORS
If it has a motor we
will service it for you!

Exhausts ...................Repair or replacement
Interject ........ Fuel servicing, diesel or petrol
Heshbon.................. Autotrans fluid changer
Clutch and Brake ......Repairs and overhauls

Introducing

IMPACT

OFFROAD 4WD
QUAD TRUCKS

Other models available.
Excellent traction and towing ability.
Cool in summer/dry in winter.
Radio and heater come standard.
Great rear tray space
(1900mmx1300mm).
Multi-use all purpose.
Economic to buy and run,
fun and service.
Hi/Low ratio gearbox available.

Phone Frank or Stu today - 07 872 2560

CFC

VINTAGE machinery enthusiast Allan Wallace with his 1948 D2 Caterpillar which he will have at The
Waikato Vintage Machinery Expo. He is also taking his rare original competition plough, a Ransomes
Litrac (only 12 were made and it is believed 10 still exist), a Bamford 3.5hp stationary diesel engine
and a Farmall F12 tractor.

T

he Waikato Vintage Tractor
and Machinery Club is again
holding its triannual vintage

rally.
Renamed The Waikato Vintage
Machinery Expo and will be held at the
Claudelands Event Centre on March
14 and 15.
This event is certainly the largest
vintage machinery rally in the North
Island and runs a close second to one
in Edendale — which is just out from
Gore.
Organisers expect over 600
exhibits, not counting the enthusiastic
display of vintage household items by
the wives and partners of many of our
members.
The Club has the use of the oval
area, which is the reformed trotting
track, and is bordered by some

attractive willows under which we will
have our large stationary engines
display.
A large arena will be set out around
which will be a number of ‘trade
stands’ that will show the different
marques and models of tractors and,
very importantly, implements
attached to them.
The old Claudelands Tote Stand
has been relocated and we will use this
for public seating and a marquee will
be provided to give seating and an
eating area for the public and our
members to take a wee rest in.
Joy Adams, a very popular
Country singer in the Waikato will also
be performing throughout both days
and a a kiddies amusement area is
being set up.
A full programme of activities is

being developed both in and out of the
main arena and will include displays of
tractors through the decades and
implements of course, Clydesdale
horses in working mode, steam traction engine, drag-line operating, loose
and baled haymaking, weighted
sledge pulling by wheel and crawler
tractors, a power measuring dynamometer, threshing, chaff cutting,
grain milling, water pumping, wood
sawing, shearing and many other
varied and interesting activities.
Each day will certainly be very full
and active and professional catering
services will operate at all times.
The Club hopes to attract more
than 3000 spectators each day and is
charging a modest $10 per adult and
children 16 and under will be admitted
free if with an adult.
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Employment contracts
By Mervyn
Gyde —
Chartered
Accountant
in the
Te Awamutu
ﬁrm Gyde
Wansbone.

I

have written previously about
concerns I have for my farming
clients in the minefield that is
employment and the statutory
requirements that the legislation
imposes.
During the course of the last 12
months nothing that I have seen
reassures me that all farmers are in
fact recording fully their wages transactions, such that on enquiry they
can prove their position. For this
reason my article this month repeats
the previous advice.
One compliance area that many
farmers seem to ignore at least in
part, for whatever reason, is their
contractual relationship with their
employees. They are very good at
deducting and then paying the PAYE
on time to the Inland Revenue
Department but overlook the more
serious yet less obvious requirements

under the legislation.
Many farmers simply do not have
employment agreements, outdated
or otherwise.
The law specifically requires
employers to provide employment
contracts for their staff setting out all
of the details of the employment
including a clear list of duties.
If the position comes with a house
or similar accommodation the agreement needs to state this and also refer
to the conditions of the tenancy,
particularly what is to happen if the
employment is terminated.
In discussion with our clients it is
clear that many farmers also are not
familiar with the requirements for
holiday pay, public holidays or even
the minimum wage rates. During
periods of high work load requiring
long hours, such as hay and silage
harvesting, the minimum hourly
wage can often be breached for lower
paid workers. Care needs to be taken
to avoid these technical breaches of
the legislation.
The issue of time recording is a
minefield which can be avoided with
a weekly pay rate for permanent
workers rather than an hourly rate
however casual employees most
have their start and stop times
recorded on a daily basis each pay
period. The records also need to
include details of holidays taken,
statutory holidays worked and days in
lieu provided, amongst other things.
Most of these things are common
sense and are understood by both the

employer and employee. The problem arises when things go wrong and
much of what is said and understood
is not written down and therefore
capable of proof by the employer.
The nature of farming obviously
puts demands on employees beyond
the norm so clearly defining responsibilities, the need for irregular hours of
work and the myriad of other things
peculiar to farming employment is
very important to ensure potential
problems are minimised if something
goes wrong.
Theses matters are more than
simple risk mitigation, they are actually good practise and employers
should adopt clear written policies in
this area so that each party,
employer and employee know
exactly, as much as possible, where
they stand.
Court decisions are going against
employers when they are unable to
prove their position even if the facts
seem obvious. Much of this could
have been avoided had the farmer
recorded what he thought he and his
employee understood.
Most accountants are able to help
their clients sort out these issues. It
would be certainly worth an hour of
your time and money to sit with
someone at your accountant’s office
to review where exactly you are at.
That way potential problems can be
minimised.
Our office offers a payroll bureau
service to our clients that takes care
of all of these worries for them.

Graeme Wansbone
Director

T

concepts of the Wool Industry Network (WIN) strategy.’
WIN was funded by Meat & Wool
New Zealand and New Zealand Trade
and Enterprise to complete a sector
strategy for the wool industry,
recommending the formation of a
new marketing company jointly
owned by industry and farmers to
innovate in the market. Following this
Wool Partners International (Wool

Partners) was formed as the joint
venture vehicle.
One of the key strategic principles
in the Wool Industry Network document was the need for industry to
collaborate in order to achieve better
returns.
‘‘Now is the time for these two
like-minded companies to come
together for the betterment of the
entire wool industry in New Zealand.’’

Mervyn Gyde
Director

Duncan Gray
Associate

For friendly, personal service phone 872 0585
195 MAHOE STREET, TE AWAMUTU
www.gydewansbone.co.nz

6701813AA
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REGRASSING

Good news for wool growers
he announcement by Elders NZ
to launch a new venture to
increase profitability for New
Zealand strong wool has been
welcomed by Meat & Wool New
Zealand chairman, Mike Petersen.
‘‘We are encouraged by an initiative with the explicit aim of increasing
returns for growers at a time when
prices are at an historic low. Importantly, Elders NZ has embraced the

Lance Fielder
Associate

If you wish to promote your rural services
or products call Alan or Heather

Phone 871 5151
6701818AA

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH

THE TOUGH GET GOING
HOLDEN COLORADO

SPACE CAB 4X4 LT
120 kw 30 litre common rail Turbo
Push button 4WD operation
6 CD stacker, ABS, twin airbags, aircon, electrics
Rear seat & belts

$37,236 + GST

+ ONROAD

CREW CAB 4X2 LT

CREW CAB 4X4 LT

120 kw 30 litre common rail Turbo
Push button 4WD operation
6 CD stacker, ABS, twin airbags, aircon, electrics
3 x rear lap & diagonal seat belts

120 kw 30 litre common rail Turbo
Push button 4WD operation
6 CD stacker, ABS, twin airbags, aircon, electrics
3 x rear lap & diagonal seat belts

$33,131 + GST

+ ONROAD

$37,585 + GST

+ ONROAD

TEST DRIVE TODAY OFFER AVAILABLE TO GST CLIENTS

6701017AA

A/hrs: Stu Tervit (07) 871 4700, 0274 827 856 • John Hare (07) 871 3794, 0274 427 856 • Allan Patterson (07) 871 3956, 0273 427 853 • Email: tmlsales@xtra.
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Get creative when times are tough
BY HAMISH BURDON —CARDON DISPUTE RESOLUTION

E

veryone’s saying times are tough.
With the current economic downturn and a spiraling dairy payout,
outgoing costs just aren’t matching the
dollars coming in.
The only answer is for farmers to get
more creative with their budgets to keep
the bank manager off their back.
During times like these one expense
employers often considered reducing is
labour. With the record high payout last
year many farmers offered ‘generous’
salary packages for this season, which
they’re now struggling to maintain
because of the lower than expected
payout. These packages are now one
expense employers consider in cutting
costs.
While employers may believe they’ll
save a few dollars by restructuring, if not
done properly it may cost far more in the
long run if an employee becomes disgruntled and raises a Personal Grievance.

Naturally there are no guarantees in this
respect but it is always good to minimise
the risk.
Redundancy, or restructuring, is not
illegal. In fact the Employment Relations
Act 2000, the law which governs
Employer/Employee relationships,
clearly outlines it as an option open to
employers. However, there are guidelines
and processes that have to be adhered to
by the employer to minimise its impact on
an employee. You need to, as an
employer, act in good faith with your staff.
Ask yourself, how would I like to be
treated if I were in their boots?
Employers may not be aware of
commitments employees have therefore
what the impact of restructuring the
business may have on them. They may be
considering updating their car or buying a
house, and therefore relying on their
‘secure’ employment to do so.
One recent scenario I encountered
was an employee who had just purchased investment
property only days prior to finding out he was made
redundant, effective immediately. The employer had no
idea of the purchase. Had the employer communicated
his intentions with the employee right at the start of
considering restructuring his farming operation, the
employee would not have signed up the investment.
Because the employee was relying in his ‘secure’ income
(from his contracted position) he is now facing a
potentially huge financial loss because he may well have
to sell the property now he doesn’t have the security of a
job.
Communication is the key. Employees are most likely
already aware times are tight for employers. Right from
the point an employer becomes aware they may need to
consider job losses, they need to communicate with their
staff. Employees may be able to offer options not
previously considered by employers. There may be
sacrifices an employee is prepared to make in order to
remain employed in their job. If ultimately a job has to be
lost, at least the employee was given due consideration.
Restructuring is not a process for removing underachieving staff. Restructuring is solely about a position no
longer being available, therefore has no reflection whatso-ever on the employees ability to perform their duties.
RESTRUCTURING CHECKLIST
• Communicate with staff as early as possible.
• Be open to all suggestions, and consider all options.
• At all times act in good faith with employees.
• Ask yourself if you would be happy if you were treated
in this way.
• Make sure you adhere to any Redundancy Clauses in
the Employment Agreement.
• Make sure you take good legal advice before making
any major decisions.
If you have any concerns, take the time to get good
legal advice as it will be cheaper for you in the long run
than having a disgruntled employee and a potential
Personal Grievance taken out against you. Remember —
as an employer its all about acting in good faith.

DAIRY
FARMERS!
Now is the time
to check your
herd for empty
and non-cycling
cows while
there is still
time to ﬁx any
problems

WE OFFER:
Independent, accurate, stress-free
pregnancy diagnosis
Identiﬁcation of pregnancy from 30 days
Accurate aging of foetus (+/- 7 days) up to 100 days
Up to date, state of the art equipment
20+ years experience in ultrasound
pregnancy diagnosis
Extremely competitive rates
No mileage charge

CONTACT MARTIN LANGRIDGE

SMART-SCAN
farm services ltd
Ph (021) 737 164, A/h 871 9641, Fax 871 9642
www.smartscan.co.nz

6706988AA
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New year, new life
By Janine
Devaney —
veterinarian
in the
Te Awamutu
ﬁrm
VetEnt
Te Awamutu.

S

o a new year and you may well
have acquired yourself a new
family member over the holiday
break in the form of a new pet.
Congratulations!
But remember, a new pet is not just
for Christmas, it’s for life! And while
most pets’ life spans are much shorter
than ours, we are still talking in terms
of many years as opposed to just a few
short weeks.
Each holiday season the SPCA and
other animal welfare groups including
veterinarians are inundated with abandoned animals; some are unwanted
gifts, others are dumped because
people are going away for the holidays
and can’t be bothered organising care
for them during their time away.
Would you treat a child or a member of
your family that way?
Unfortunately many
people obtain a new pet
without any knowledge or
awareness
of
their
requirements in terms of
caring for that animal.
Already this year we
have seen through the
media cases of animal
cruelty; the last one of a dog
that had its mouth taped
closed with insulation tape
‘to prevent it scavenging in
the rubbish bin’. Luckily
intervention occurred
before this poor dog died of

dehydration, but no doubt there will be
some severe mental scaring.
The ‘owners’ (and I use this term
loosely as there are other words to
describe them but they are obviously
unprintable) in this case obviously
were not aware of their requirements.
The welfare of an animal includes
its physical and mental state and we
consider that good animal welfare
implies both fitness and a sense of well
being. Any animal kept by man, must
at least, be protected from unnecessary suffering. The Animal Welfare
Act 1999 aims to prevent ill-treatment
and inadequate care of animals by
imposing requirements on those who
own or are in charge of animals.
All animals are entitled to what is
known as ‘the five freedoms’.
1. Freedom from Hunger and
Thirst — by ready access to fresh
water and a diet to maintain full health
and vigour.
2. Freedom from Discomfort — by
providing an appropriate environment
including shelter and a comfortable
resting area.
3. Freedom from Pain, Injury or
Disease — by prevention or rapid
diagnosis and treatment.
4. Freedom to Express Normal
Behaviour — by providing sufficient
space, proper facilities and company
of the animal’s own kind.
5. Freedom from Fear and Distress
— by ensuring conditions and treatment which avoid mental suffering.

Sadly in the situation of the dog
with its mouth taped shut, all of the
five freedoms have been abused and
unfortunately I expect it won’t be the
last case of its kind.
While an animal can make a lovely
gift ask yourself is that really what the
recipient wants? Are they prepared to
take on the responsibility which
includes paying for their needs and if
not are you as the giver?
Puppies and kittens need multiple
vaccinations to prevent disease, regular parasite treatment, exercising, a
good diet, grooming, socialisation and
house training. Neutering or breeding
management is vital to ensure
unwanted animals are not born. And
accidents and disease occur so while
you may be all set to pay for routine
disease prevention, are you prepared
to pay for treatment if the worst
happens and your new pet breaks a leg
or develops a serious skin condition?
Yes treatment does cost, vets are
not subsidised by the government like
human health care so many people
are unaware of the true cost of services
such as blood tests, X-rays and hospital care.
Owning and being responsible for
another being is a rewarding and at
times challenging, commitment.
It should be a privilege not a right. I
write this at nearly eight months
pregnant with my first child and am
fully aware (although I will admit a wee
bit scared) of the lifestyle changes that
are about to be thrust on me
and my husband.
While none of us can
ever be fully prepared for
what life throws at us, be
prepared if you take on an
animal to do everything possible to give it the best of
care. Ensure that you are
able to provide the five
freedoms at the very least.
If you do, having a pet
can bring you much happiness and love and the experience will be both fulfilling
and rewarding.

We have all your
drench requirements
NEW CONVEYOR FAST AND EFFECTIVE

Save time and labour - Book now
Phone Mike Young on: 021 278 8495

VetEnt
Te Awamutu

VetEnt
Otorohanga

Crn Benson and
Ohaupo Roads
P 07 872 0240
F 07 872 0246

18 Tuhoro Street
P 07 873 8275
F 07 873 7059

VetEnt
Te Kuiti
6 Seddon Street
P 07 878 0020
F 07 878 6090

w w w . v e t e n t . c o . n z
6701333AA

APPERLEYS for all your

ROUND WOOD & TIMBER SUPPLIES
The Apperley family
have locally owned
and operated Apperleys
Roundwood and Timber
for the past 35 years.
By adhering to strict
quality control and
providing excellent service
we know our product
is second to none.
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1.5 metre

$2.50

Each

+ GST

Ideal for water-way fencing
and paddock sub-division
CASH SALES ONLY
Email: apperleys@xtra.co.nz

6701729AA
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